
Maryland Home Alarm Customers Start Enjoying Benefits of Pet Immune Motion 

Detection Device, Thanks to Elite Security Services.   

 

Elite Security Services is again making news in the Maryland home alarm industry with 

the introduction of their latest motion detection system. This advanced device is capable 

of eliminating false alarms caused by pet animals. This device is now being offered by 

the company with all their service plans in Maryland for no additional expense.   

 

The home protection systems offered by Elite Security Services in the Maryland home 

alarm market would now be equipped with the latest motion detector that can reduce the 

chances of false alarms significantly. The customers of the company throughout the state 

can now enjoy the benefits of this device with all their service plans without paying 

anything extra. Home protection enthusiasts may recall that the company started offering 

their service in the state almost a year ago, and is presently considered to be one of the 

most trusted names in the industry. This new motion detection equipment has been 

designed specifically for families that love pets, according to company sources.  

 

Maryland home alarm users using traditional security systems would love the features 

of this new device because many of them are presently using motion detectors that can 

not differentiate between human and non human sources of movement. This is critical 

because these systems trigger alarms even when the pets move around these sensors. This 

has always been a concern for families with pet animals. The device introduced by Elite 

Security Services is equipped with an advanced sensor that efficiently distinguishes 

between the sources of movement and restricts the system from sounding alarms for 

objects weighing less than 80 pounds. 

 

This new device has already made life easier for the pet lovers in Maryland. Talking 

about the amazing features of this device, one of the Maryland home alarm customers 

of the company stated, "We had a tough time managing our three pet dogs when we were 

using our previous security system. With the new device from Elite Security Services, the 

problem of false alarms has vanished from our life". The company sources have informed 

that their business figure in Maryland has already increased after the launch of this 

device.  

 

About the Company: Elite Security Services is a rapidly growing company in the home 

security industry. They offer highly efficient and economical home security solutions in 

America and Canada.  
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